
IF YOU CAN’T DETECT A THREAT IN  
SECONDS, AND HUNT DOWN THE  
ATTACKER SECONDS AFTER THAT, 
THE DAMAGE IS PROBABLY ALREADY 
DONE. Tanium Emerging Threat Defense is an 
incident responder’s essential tool for hunting 
down threats and containing them. In seconds. 
And at scale.

Unfortunately, most network security technologies can only  
signal when a threat has bypassed your security controls, not  
necessarily which user accounts were involved or what systems 
were compromised. And they certainly can’t provide the  
speed to respond automatically, especially at scale. 

In today’s emerging threat landscape, incident response teams 
need to move faster than ever. They need tools that automate 
key aspects of threat detection, containment, and response. 
While cyber threat intelligence feeds, ISACs, and other resources 
can augment incident response efforts, unless this knowledge  
can be applied at scale against your complete environment, it  
doesn’t help you prioritize – wasting time you don’t even have.

Powered by the Tanium Platform, Emerging Threat Defense  
delivers rapid and precise threat detection and response for  

all of your endpoints – no matter how many you have, which 
OS they run, and wherever they roam. By applying automation 
to the threat detection, analysis, and response process, Tanium 
Emerging Threat Defense allows your organization to respond to 
incidents within seconds, reducing cost and risk at the same time. 
Essentially, Tanium bridges the speed and visibility gap between 
network security and endpoint data, by providing deep endpoint 
data at network speeds.

The Tanium platform delivers instant command and control 
through a lightweight agent, a resilient and unobtrusive  
communications topology, and web-based console, for agile  
incident response. Delivering the highest value at the lowest  
TCO, a single Tanium server can manage over 500,000 endpoint 
devices. Additionally, the Tanium platform provides SOAP API  
access for easy integration with your existing threat defense  
ecosystem.

EMERGING THREAT DEFENSE  
HUNT DOWN CYBER ATTACKERS WITH  
SPEED, PRECISION, AND CONTROL

RAPIDLY HUNT 
FOR LARGE 

NUMBERS OF 
IOCs ACROSS 

YOUR NETWORK.

MONITOR FOR 
CHANGES AND 

COMBINE 
WITH NEW 

INTELLIGENCE.

REMEDIATE 
AND VERIFY 

IN SECONDS, 
AND 

AT SCALE.
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Key Benefits of Tanium Emerging Threat Defense



KEY CAPABILITIES
- Support for all major  

IOC formats such as 
Open IOC, STIX, Yara, 
and more

- Integrates with SIEMs 
such as IBM QRadar, 
McAfee NitroSecurity, 
and HP ArcSight

- Integrates with threat 
detection and sand- 
boxing tools such  
as FireEye, Cuckoo 
Sandbox, Palo Alto’s 
Wildfire, and dozens 
more.

- Automated scheduling, 
notification and historical 
reporting to facilitate 
trending, analytics and 
forensics.

- Collect detailed forensic 
data over-the-wire…  
no more need to ship  
physical hard drives.

- Support for Windows, 
Mac, Linux, physical/
virtual servers, desktops, 
laptops, and more
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Incident Response and Remediation: Tanium’s Emerging Threat Defense offers: 

	Instant search for suspect files, handles, and key contextual data (e.g., file paths)

	Comprehensive exploration of registry settings, registry paths, established connections and  
listening ports

	Advanced queries to deliver MD5/Sha1 Hash of running processes, mutexes, and loaded modules

	Rapid distribution and execution of targeted IR response tools like Stinger and MSERT

	Quickly remediate at scale: kill processes, capture files, alert users, install patches and apply  
updates in minutes

Threat Intelligence Detection: Queries designed to find tens of thousands of IOCs across distributed 
networks can be written easily, and return results within just a few seconds. IOCs can be shared 
among teams, customized, packaged, prioritized and scheduled for execution. Targeted IOCs can 
automatically run against new endpoints as they come online or exceed risk thresholds. Our open 
architecture supports inputs from independent data feeds, alerting tools, and other systems.

Anomaly and Behavioral Detection: Tanium provides thousands of out-of-the box questions to  
detect anomalies and test behavioral hypotheses in security analytics tools. Data scientists can ask 
any question of interest – often with minute by minute resolution – to “train” Tanium to ignore expected 
or “normal” answers and integrate with third party tools like VirusTotal, ThreatStream, TOR, Abuse.ch, 
iSight, and dozens of others to detect “known bads”. Our solution will drive better decision making 
through integration with Big Data tools like Greenplum, Palantir, Hadoop clusters and hybrid SIEM/
Analytics tools like Splunk, HP ArcSight, QRadar and others.

Forensics Automation:  Tanium’s Forensics Automation includes the ability to instantaneously add 
“risky” endpoints to a “watch list”. Once added, Tanium can automate the collection of endpoint 
forensics data to secure file shares for further investigation. This can include detailed data such as:

	Browser history, running apps, run keys, run once keys 

	Checksum monitoring, search and alerts

	Established and recently closed connections, loaded modules, run command history,  
recent documents

	Cached logins, host files, Dr.Watson files, scheduled tasks, event logs

	Registry archives, memory and mft dump

 

I USE TANIUM TO FIND AND 
FIX PROBLEMS BEFORE 
THEY EVEN BECOME  
TRUE INCIDENTS. OTHER 
TOOLS MAY HELP ME  
UNDERSTAND A BAD 
THING THAT HAPPENED 
BUT THEY DON’T HELP ME 
PREVENT THESE FROM 
HAPPENING IN THE FIRST 
PLACE. TANIUM GIVES ME 
THE ABILITY TO LOOK OUT 
OVER THE EVENT HORIZON 
AHEAD OF TIME… IT’S 
ALMOST LIKE PRE-EMPTIVE 
INCIDENT RESPONSE. 
Lead Incident Responder, 
Global Retailer
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TANIUM 4 4 4 4 4

ALTERNATIVE TOOLS:

SECURITY LOGGING  
& ANALYTICS 4 0 0 0 0

ENDPOINT FORENSICS 0 0 2 4 0

NETWORK FORENSICS 0 2 2 4 0

SANDBOX FORENSICS 4 4 0 4 0
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